Arrival to the United States of Refugee/Asylee Follow-to-Join Beneficiaries and Access to Benefits
Process Map

Yes

USCIS or DOS
interviews beneficiary
overseas and
approves him/her to
travel to the United
States

Refugee follow-to-join case
IOM gives travel authorization
(boarding foil or letter) and
sealed travel packet to
beneficiary

IOM arranges and
manages beneficiary
travel to the United
States

Asylee follow-to-join case
Interviewing office gives travel
authorization (boarding foil or
letter) and sealed travel packet
to beneficiary

Beneficiary makes
own travel
arrangements to the
United States

Interviewing office or Overseas
Processing Entity prepares beneficiary
travel authorization and travel packet.
Travel packet contains completed
I-765, Application for Employment
Authorization, and I-94,
Arrival/Departure card

Refugee
follow-tojoin?

Usually 2 weeks after
beneficiary arrival, ACS dataenters info on the I-94 card
(arrival date, POE, beneficiary
name, DOB, COA, and duration
of admission) into TECS (SQ94)

Within 24-hours of
beneficiary admission, CBP
sends original I-94 card sent
to Affiliated Computer
Services (ACS) in London,
KY

CBP stamps I-94,
Arrival/Departure card from
travel packet with date, POE
and class of admission
(refugee or asylee) and
notates beneficiary's ANumber on both Arrival and
Departure portions of the card

Within 24 hours of beneficiary
admission, copy of I-94 card
and travel packet contents,
including I-765, sent to
Nebraska Service Center
(NSC), Attn: EAD

CBP stamps Action Block of I765 indicating the beneficiary
status as refugee or asylee
and that TECS checks have
been completed

Nebraska Service Center
(NSC) receives travel
packet and I-765

No

CBP Officer reviews
information on I-94 against
beneficiary passport or
travel document and
annotates the I-94 card with
corrections in the event of a
discrepancy

CBP reviews the I-765,
Application for
Employment
Authorization, in travel
packet, to ensure the
beneficiary has signed it

Beneficiary travels to
United States and
arrives at U.S. Port of
Entry (POE) for
inspection by CBP

CBP Officer opens sealed travel
packet from beneficiary and
conducts TECS checks against
beneficiary name to confirm no
derogatory data that would
prevent admission

Nightly feed from
TECS to SAVE

NSC adjudicates I-765,
enters EAD data into
CLAIMS, scans photo

In the event additional
info is required, NSC
issues a Request for
Evidence (RFE) to the
beneficiary (i.e. need
better quality photos)

Note:

No

I-765
already
approved
by CBP?

Yes

The SAVE Program queries
information provided by
appropriate databases,
including TECS and CIS, to
verify the benefit-applicants'
immigration status, depending
on the document provided

Within 48 hours of
arrival, NSC enters EAD
data into CLAIMS, scans
photo

Local CLAIMS
automatically updates
National CLAIMS and
CIS

NSC also updates CIS with
information from the CBP
admission stamp, including
POE, COA, DOE, and any
aliases or other bio-data
changes noted by CBP

NSC sends command
for EAD card
production

Data received by Integrated
Card Production Service
(ICPS) in Corbin, KY, to
initiate EAD card within 24
hours of NSC request. EAD
produced and mailed to
beneficiary in about 7-10
business days

NSC I-765 target processing time for refugees/asylees is 30 days, assuming no RFEs are required.
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Nightly feed from
CIS to SAVE

Beneficiary receives
EAD card

LEGEND
USCIS and DOS overseas
International Organization for Migration (IOM)
Beneficiary
Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
Nebraska Service Center (NSC)
Systematic Alien Verification Entitlements (SAVE) Program
Benefit-Granting Agencies, e.g. Social
Security Administration (SSA)

Benefit-granting agencies such
as the SSA access SAVE (and
WRAPS/EOIR, when
applicable) to verify
beneficiary immigration status
for the purpose of determining
eligibility for publicly-funded
benefits

Beneficiary files for Social
Security Number (SSN) with
the Social Security
Administration (SSA)
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